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A Musical Motif in Sophocles's 
Oedipus at Colonus 
Anne Mahoney 
Tufts University 
I. Introduction 
People are often curious when I say I study meter. They think it must be boring, fussy, picky work. Indeed, there are very picky parts to the study of meter, but it is worth the effort: meter is our best remaining clue to 
the music and dance that were such an important part of the Greek theater. In 
what follows, I will discuss a metrical motif in Oedipus at Colonus that previous 
commentators on the play have not noticed. The motif is a sort of leitmotif or 
theme-song for the growing relationship between Oedipus and the chorus, and 
helps to tie the famous "Colonus Ode" to the rest of the play.1 
II. The idea of a metrical motif 
Technical metrical study is neither trivial nor uninteresting. Everyone 
agrees that it is vital to have the correct text, and everyone is aware that meter 
can often help determine what that is: an iambic trimeter with eleven syllables 
instead of twelve, for example, clearly contains at least one incorrect word. 
Similarly, if a strophe and its antistrophe do not match metrically, at least one 
of them is corrupt. While it is possible to read Sophocles intelligently with 
little more metrical knowledge than this, doing so means sacrificing some of 
the few clues we have to the full effect of a tragic performance. Because we 
1 The major commentaries are those of Jebb (1889) and Kamerbeek (1984). Other 
important extended studies of Oedipus at Co/onus are Bernidaki-Aldous (1990), Edmunds 
(1996), Linforth (1951), Markantonatos (2002 and 2007), Travis (1999), and Wilson (1997). 
General works on Sophocles with particular bearing on this study are Budelmann (2000), 
Burton (1980), Errandonea (1970), Long (1968), Nooter (2012), Pohlsander (1964), and Scott 
(1996). I cite OC from my own text, based on Lloyd-Jones and Wilson (1992) but with 
some differences in colometry; translations are my own. Metrical notation follows West 
(1968); in particular, - indicates lines or passages that are in metrical responsion, typically 
a strophe and its antistrophe. 
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do not have the music and the choreography, we can easily forget that Greek 
tragic performances were more like our operas than like our stage plays: more 
like Carmen than like Hamlet. Paying attention to the way meters are deployed 
through a play helps us recover some of the play' s musical character and its full 
impact on its audience. 
Moreover, we can better appreciate Sophocles's achievements if we 
understand the rules and conventions of his art form. An analogy may help 
here. We recognize the radical nature of Beethoven's late works only when we 
understand the principles of rhythm, harmony, and counterpoint in use through 
the 18th century and the first quarter of the 19th. Without this understanding, we 
may enjoy the music, but only at a fairly superficial level. Similarly, for a proper 
understanding of Sophocles as an artist, we must know what was conventional 
and what was possible in his day, and how he worked within, extended, or 
transcended the existing rules. This, ultimately, is why we study meter: not 
only for the satisfaction of recognizing the order underlying a complicated 
arrangement of long and short syllables, nor for the technical help metrical 
considerations can provide in rejecting impossible readings or establishing 
relative chronology, but for the aesthetic pleasure that comes with understanding 
when and how a poet is innovating. Within the past few decades, new editions 
of Sophocles have built a new foundation for our study of the plays. But these 
editions are the work of textual critics who, though they are well-versed in the 
details of Greek meter, are not primarily concerned with Sophocles's metrical 
choices except in so far as those choices affect the establishment of the text.2 Now 
that the textual critics have laid this foundation, metrists can build on it as well as 
literary critics and other scholars. 
Oedipus at Co/onus is a good choice for a metrical study because its date 
is certain, it comes at a significant time in the history of Athenian drama, and it 
contains a large proportion of lyric. We know that this play was written at the end 
of Sophocles's life, presumably in 406 / 5, and produced in 401, some years after 
his death. In the last 10 or 15 years of the fifth century BC, the great era of tragedy 
came to a close; after the deaths of Sophocles and Euripides, within just a few 
months of each other in 406, there would be no more great tragedies. Similarly, 
Old Comedy was coming to an end: although its great master Aristophanes 
continued to be productive for some years into the fourth century, his late plays 
are closer to Middle Comedy than to the spirited, topical, structurally complex 
2 Both R. D. Dawe (in the Bibliotheca Teubneriana) and Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones and 
Nigel Wilson (in the Oxford Classical Texts and the Loeb Classical Library) have produced 
excellent editions and associated studies (Dawe 1973, Lloyd-Jones and Wilson 1990, 1997). 
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comedy of the fifth century.3 Most important for the present purpose, fourth-
century comedy makes much less use of the chorus than Old Comedy, and is 
much less concerned with integrating the chorus into the drama, though whether 
the same was true of fourth-century tragedy is unclear. Finally, the end of the 
fifth century saw the "New Music" movement among young composers and 
poets. Older comic poets found the New Music ridiculous, if not downright 
unpleasant, but the younger generation of tragedians, including Agathon and 
Euripides, were part of this movement and incorporated its ideas into their plays. 
Is it possible that Sophocles, who was 10 or 15 years older than Euripides, reacted 
against the New Music, even if he was not entirely immune to its influence? The 
metrical simplicity of OC, in particular, appears to be intended, at least in part, 
as a response to the complex, almost incoherent metrical mixing practiced by 
Euripides and the others.4 It had always been common practice in tragedy to 
mix meters of different metrical families in the same ode or even in the same 
stanza, something that non-dramatic choral poets (Aleman, Stesichorus, Pindar, 
Bacchylides) do not do. The lyrics of OC, however, are usually composed of cola 
from a single metrical family, rather than moving from one family to another, 
and there are no metrically ambiguous lyrics like the choriambic-ionic hybrids 
in Oedipus the King (483-497 - 498-512). The songs the chorus sings by itself 
are metrically straightforward, built mainly from aeolics and iambics; the lyric 
dialogues are a bit more elaborate, but still generally less complex than those of 
Sophocles's other surviving plays, and far less complex than those of the later 
plays of Euripides. 
I shall argue that a certain metrical motif runs through the first half of 
the play, appearing in the parodos (176-192), the next lyric dialogue between 
Oedipus and the chorus (510-521), and finally in the Colonus ode, at 695-697 -
707-710. This motif is an expanded catalectic asdepiad, a pherecratean expanded 
by three choriambs (-- -vu- -vu- -vv- -vu--). Other metrical scholars writing 
on this play have ignored the thematic significance of this repeat~d motif, and 
have in most cases mis-analyzed the colon as ionic or even anapestic. I argue that 
only the aeolic analysis makes sense in each of the three occurrences of this colon. 
Moreover, this colon appears at significant points in the growing relationship 
between Oedipus and the chorus, and each time it occurs, it sounds more aeolic 
than before, as the surrounding context and the pattern of word-ends within the 
3 On the structure and meter of Aristophanes, see Parker 1997, an excellent 
introduction not only to that playwright's practice but to Greek meter in general. 
4 Nooter (2012, p. 160) cites this observation from an earlier version of the 
present study. The other play known to be late, Philoctetes, is a bit more complex, with a 
dochmiac/ aeolic song at 837-864 and a mixed iambic/ aeolic song at 676-729 as well as the 
long amoebaion at 1081-1217. 
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colon become clearer. The metrical motif of the highly expanded pherecratean 
is a kind of theme-song for the acceptance of Oedipus into the Colonean 
community. 
It may seem implausible to argue that a metrical or rhythmic motif 
would have been perceptible and comprehensible to Sophocles's audience. 
We are familiar with melodic motifs in contexts ranging from the leitmotifs of 
Wagner's operas to the theme-songs of advertising campaigns. The idea of a 
metrical motif may at first seem somewhat odd, but in fact these motifs are not 
foreign to Western music either. The most familiar example is probably the "fate 
knocking at the door" motif from Beethoven's Symphony no. 5 inc minor, op. 67, 
which occurs in both the first and the third movements (see figure). 
~I ~ ~ 
~'I,; i J J JI JI i J J JI j I j I 
-
This rhythmic motif (in Greek terms, a paean, vvv-) is one of the main 
unifying ideas of the symphony.5 Just as we recognize the recurrent rhythmic 
or metrical pattern in Beethoven's symphony, we can learn to recognize similar, 
more elaborate, patterns in Greek choruses. 
III. Metrical context in the play 
I will begin discussion of the play with a review of its action from a 
metrical or musical point of view. The story is set some twenty years after the 
action of Oedipus the King, and some weeks before the action of Antigone. At the end 
of Oedipus the King, Oedipus has blinded himself; later, he is exiled from Thebes 
and wanders around the Greek world. He has been told by an oracle that he will 
find his final resting place in a grove sacred to the Eumenides. When our play 
begins, he has come to Colonus, outside Athens, and to the sacred grove there. 
The prologue scene, as is typicat is in iambic trimeters, the regular meter 
for spoken dialogue (1-116). Oedipus and Antigone enter. They are in rags; he 
is blind and she is leading him by the hand. Oedipus is old, possibly over 60, 
but Antigone is still young enough to be marriageable, perhaps 24 or 25. After 
a few lines (31)r a resident of Colonus comes in and identifies the place and the 
gods of the grove, at which Oedipus recognizes that he has come to the place he 
has been seeking. The stranger leaves and shortly thereafter the chorus come in, 
old men from Colonus (117). Their parodos-song is mainly in aeolic meter, with 
5 Guerrieri (2012, p. 12-19) discusses this motif, particularly from a harmonic point of view. 
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interludes in anapests.6 The second strophic pair (176-187 ~ 192-207) and the 
epode (208-236) are a lyric dialogue among Oedipus, Antigone, and the chorus, 
beginning with the first use of the thematic metrical motif and building up to 
the revelation of Oedipus's name, at which the chorus are horrified. After the 
dialogue, Antigone sings a long aria (237-253), largely in dactyls, in which she 
convinces the chorus to let Oedipus stay at the edge of the grove. 
Once that is settled, dialogue returns to spoken iambic trimeters as 
Ismene comes in (324). She is the other daughter of Oedipus, who has remained 
at Thebes over the years and kept her father up to date on what has gone on 
there. She has come to find him now to tell him that her brothers - his sons are 
about to go to war with each other. They have received an oracle of their own 
that tells them Oedipus will be a blessing to whatever land holds him, so they 
are naturally each interested in recruiting him to their side. Oedipus refuses to 
cooperate, saying his sons have always treated him badly. Ismene then leaves to 
perform an expiatory sacrifice at the other side of the grove; her departure (at 
line 509) is necessitated by the three-actor rule of Greek tragedy. 
The chorus has been curious about Oedipus all along and, after 
Ismene' s departure, they go back to questioning him about his past. Their 
cross-examination is in the form of a lyric dialogue (510-548), once again 
beginning with the metrical theme. The first strophic pair is aeolic and the 
second moves to iambic. Oedipus becomes agitated, insisting that he is morally 
innocent, though he cannot deny that he killed his father and married his 
mother. 
The argument (and the lyric) is interrupted by the entry of Theseus, 
king of Athens (551). Theseus recognizes Oedipus at once, greets him by 
his patronymic, and offers to give him whatever he is asking for. Theseus is 
practical, down to earth, and businesslike here and throughout the play; he 
decides very quickly to harbor Oedipus, then puts the decision into practice at 
once. His practical character is underlined by the fact that he does not sing in 
the play. His one moment of excited emotion, at lines 887-890, is marked by 
four trochaic tetrameters, and he consoles Antigone in recited anapests at the 
end of the play, but otherwise he uses only iambic trimeters. Theseus shows 
no fear, no horror, and no deep affection in the action of the play, so does not 
need lyric meters to express his emotions. Theseus accepts Oedipus into the 
Attic community, making him a full member.7 He then exits and the chorus 
6 This is typical for Sophocles. Earlier, the traditional form for a parodos was 
anapests, sung as the chorus marched in, followed by a lyric; see Jens (1971, chapter 2). 
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sing the famous "Colonus Ode" (668-719). This is the first true choral ode in the 
play; all the previous lyrics have been dialogues between the chorus and the 
characters. The metrical theme figures prominently in the second strophic pair, 
as I will explain in more detail later. This ode marks a change in the relationship 
between Oedipus and the chorus. Before this point, the chorus has been hostile 
to this notorious criminal who insists on profaning the grove of the Eumenides. 
Now that Theseus has accepted him, however, they do too, and they do so 
wholeheartedly. From now until the end of the play the chorus is solidly on 
Oedipus's side. 
At the opening of the iambic episode after this song, Antigone for the 
third time notices something happening off stage (722-723), as she has called 
attention to the Stranger in the prologue, then Ismene. It is Creon, approaching 
with bodyguards to try to bring Oedipus back to Thebes to guarantee victory 
in the coming war. Oedipus is furious. Creon and his men grab Antigone as a 
hostage, saying that they have already captured Ismene (who, remember, was 
sacrificing at the other side of the sacred grove). Oedipus, Creon, and the chorus 
sing a brief lyric in dochmiacs, the usual meter for extreme emotion (833-843 -
876-886). Creon's guards leave with Antigone. Theseus, hearing the fight, comes 
running in to defend Oedipus (886, using the only trochaic tetrameters of the 
play); he and his men take Creon into custody and go off to get Antigone and 
Ismene back. 
At this point (1044-1095), the chorus sing a "battle song," describing 
what they think the battle must be like and wishing they could be there helping. 
The song is in aeolic and iambic meter; it is the second choral ode in the play. 
After the song, Theseus returns with Oedipus's daughters. Oedipus is grateful, 
though he holds back from touching Theseus (1132-1133) because he is still 
formally polluted by his past actions. Theseus notes that he has been approached 
by another stranger, coming from Argos, who wants to talk to Oedipus. It is 
at once clear that this must be Polyneices, the son who is attacking Thebes. 
Oedipus at first refuses to see him, but Theseus and Antigone convince him to 
hear what he has to say. 
Theseus leaves and the chorus sing the third ode (1211-1248), once again 
in aeolic meter. It is a meditation on old age, a moment of calm between two 
emotional family reunions.8 Then Polyneices comes in, begging for his father's 
7 Whether he actually calls Oedipus a "citizen" is disputed; the argument hinges 
on a word in line 637 which may be either sµ1ro:A1v "back, again," as the manuscripts all 
say, or eµnoA1v "citizen," a widely-accepted emendation. Wilson (1997, p. 63-90) reviews 
the issue and comes down in favor of the manuscript reading. But whether or not Theseus 
grants Oedipus citizenship, he certainly accepts him into Athens: Ko:To11<1w, the very next 
· word in the line, clearly shows this. 
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help in the war against his brother. Oedipus is angry and finally curses both the 
sons (1375), saying neither one will win Thebes: they will have only enough of 
Thebes to be buried in. Antigone then tries to convince Polyneices to give up the 
struggle against Eteocles, but she fails and he goes off to fight. 
This scene has upset the chorus, who sing the fourth ode (1447-1499) 
in iambic and dochmiac meter. Dochmiac meter is always used for strong 
emotion, often grief or pain, and in this play iambic meter has similarly appeared 
at emotional points, as in the chorus's cross-examination of Oedipus earlier.9 
During the first stanza of the song, we hear a peal of thunder, which makes the 
chorus even more upset. Oedipus, on the other hand, grows calm: he recognizes 
that this is the sign calling him to his final end. 
Theseus returns at line 1500: he will be the only one to see what actually 
happens to Oedipus. Oedipus has been sitting downstage center for nearly 1500 
lines. Now he rises, no longer supported by Antigone, and goes into the sacred 
grove, leading the others (1555). Normally no one would be allowed to enter the 
grove, as we saw clearly in the prologue and parodos,-when the Stranger and the 
chorus insisted Oedipus come out from it. But Oedipus now has a privileged 
relationship with these goddesses, and the others are about to become something 
very like the leaders of a hero-cult. 
The chorus are now alone, for the first and only time in this play, and 
they are afraid. They sing their final ode in excited dochmiacs (1556-1578). It 
is a prayer to the gods of the underworld: they call on Hades and the Two 
Goddesses to protect Oedipus. The elaborate, allusive language of the prayer 
shows some degree of emotional control, yet this cautious prayer is in the same 
meter as the terrified dochmiacs of a hundred lines earlier, after the Polyneices 
scene. It is not what the chorus actually says but the metrical echo (especially of 
an intrinsically emotional meter) that makes their fear clearly perceptible to the 
audience. 
After this song, a messenger enters, telling as much as he knows of the 
end of Oedipus. Oedipus has said goodbye to his daughters, then, taking only 
Theseus, walked away. No one but Theseus knows where he has gone; although 
Oedipus has talked through the entire play about how his body will be a blessing 
to the land of Athens, the final resting place of that body is kept secret. Antigone 
and Ismene return to the stage at the end of the messenger's speech (1670); they 
8 Travis (1999) reads this ode not as calm and meditative but as the essential 
foundation of the allegorical structure of the play, in which the chorus notice their basic 
similarity to Oedipus (p. 2, 52-58). 
9 Dochmiac and iambic meters are often used together; see Medda (1993) and 
Conomis (1964). 
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are in mourning. As the play began with a very long parodos, so it ends with a 
long lyric dialogue (1670-1750), and Antigone figures prominently in both. The 
final lyric is structurally simple and uses mainly iambic and dactylic meters. The 
two sisters lament, with support from the chorus. Ismene looks to the future, 
while Antigone thinks only of the present. Ismene anticipates a future life that 
is not worth living, wonders what fate will come to the orphaned sisters, and 
asks where and how they are to live. She mentions Oedipus directly only twice. 
Antigone, on the other hand, sings many more lines than Ismene but has only 
two future-tense verbs (;rapoiaoµEv, 1675, and E~OIJEV, 1688). She describes 
their father's actions and repeatedly calls on him. Ismene was not necessarily 
less fond of their father, but takes a more practical view. The contrast in their 
behavior brings home to the audience just how much of Antigone's life has been 
devoted to Oedipus. Now that he is gone, she can think of nothing else. Ismene, 
on the other hand, has lived separately, acting as her father's eyes and ears at 
Thebes and bringing messages at need. She has already had to make her own 
way in the world, presumably with the assistance and support of her brothers 
and Creon. Now that those two brothers are about to go to war against each 
other, and Creon has demonstrated his unreliability, Ismene has in a sense lost 
even more than Antigone has. 
Theseus returns for the very end of the lyric dialogue and the closing 
words of the play (1750-1779), sung in anapestic meter by Theseus, Antigone, 
and the chorus. The final words of the play are the chorus's tag: "do not mourn 
excessively, for all is under control." This is a difficult phrase in the Greek 
(1TavTws yap EXEi TaOE Kvpos, 1779), whose sense is almost "what's done is done"; 
accept that your world has changed, and learn to live in the new one. 
Antigone knows only that her father is gone. The chorus feel this is all 
for the best: Oedipus is not suffering any more, and perhaps indeed it would 
have been better not to be born at all, as they sang in their third ode (1224). 
Theseus, who saw more of Oedipus's departure than anyone else, knows or 
conjectures that Oedipus has not really died. When he tells Antigone and Ismene 
not to mourn, he speaks categorically: not "do not mourn too much" but "stop 
mourning; there is no need of sorrow." Oedipus has disappeared, but no grave 
is left behind, no mortal remains. Instead, he has been accepted into the House 
of Hades in his bodily form. While he has not become immortal, he has been 
permitted to avoid physical death. It is now appropriate to worship Oedipus as 
a hero. 
The legend grew up that Oedipus would come again to Athens in her 
hour of need. He has said as much to Theseus, promising aid if Athens and 
Thebes were ever to fight (615-620). There were those who believed that Oedipus 
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did fight for Athens in a recent cavalry skirmish (in 410 or 407). This story 
recalls the Baucis and Philemon motif, in which hospitality to strangers is richly 
rewarded when the strangers turn out to be gods in disguise. Here Athens has 
been hospitable to a stranger, despite his pollution and the horrors of his history, 
and is rewarded with a new local hero. 
Antigone in her sorrow knows only that she has lost her father. She 
cannot understand why she is not permitted to see his grave. Theseus does 
not explain, saying only that this was Oedipus's wish. In fact, there is no grave 
for her to see. Theseus knows this, but keeps the secret as he has promised. 
Oedipus fully expected to die and to be buried, as he says repeatedly throughout 
the play (87-93, 582, 1460-1461, 1521, 1544-1546); he was not aware of the exact 
fate that awaited him. 
Oedipus does not actually become a hero within the play; his 
heroization and future cult are left implicit when the play ends. When Theseus 
insists that there is no need to mourn, it is clear to the attentive audience, if not 
to Antigone, that Theseus now considers Oedipus a hero. The end of the play, 
then, should be tranquil, almost optimistic. Yet just as in Ajax or Trachiniae, the 
audience's prior knowledge of the myth contradicts the version staged in this 
play. Antigone should stay in Athens for a few days, then perhaps return to 
Thebes as the sister of the king, whichever of her brothers ends up ruling the city. 
After several months or years, she should come to accept what Theseus has told 
her and should thereby gain some release from her mourning. 
Everyone in the theater, however, knows that this is not the fate that 
awaits Antigone. She now turns her attention to the coming crisis at Thebes, 
knowing that Polyneices and his army will be attacking soon, and hoping to 
make peace between her brothers before they kill each other (1768-1772). This 
hope is vain; just as she ignores her father's command that his grave be kept 
secret, so also she ignores his curse on Polyneices and Eteocles, that they die 
at each other's hands. She will receive no help, no benefits, from her heroized 
father; he belongs not to Thebes now, but to Athens. 
IV. The metrical theme 
Oedipus at Co/onus is a long play, with many songs, but those songs are 
not metrically complicated. Most of the songs, and certainly most of the stanzas 
within these songs, are built on a single metrical family, rather than mixing 
different kinds of meter, and in most cases the chosen metrical family is aeolic, 
iambic, or dochmiac. 
In the second strophic pair of the parodos (176-192) we hear for the first 
time the metrical pattern that I argue is thematic for the play: 
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176: ov TOI llrJTTOTE o' EK Twv5' Ebpavc,;iv, w yi\pov, O'.KOVTCX TIS O'.SEl. 
No one will ever take you from this spot, old sir, if you are unwilling. 
192: aVTov· IJTJKETt Tov5' avTmhpov l3fiµaTOS ESW TT65a KAivi:is. 
Here; don't lean your foot past this rocky ledge. 
scansion: -- l-vv 1--vv- l-vv 1--vv I --
It is a pherecratean expanded by three choriambs, making a nineteen-
syllable figure. Some scholars analyze this colon as five ionics, and others 
analyze as anapests.10 While each of these analyses correctly accounts for the 
syllables in the line, only the aeolic analysis also accounts for the context, which 
is aeolic in all three occurrences in the play. Although aeolic cola are rarely as 
long as nineteen syllables, Alcaeus PLF 387 (Z 64) is even longer: it is a glyconic 
expanded by three choriambs, the non-catalectic counterpart of our colon, twenty 
syllables long.11 
The expanded pherecratean appears again in the lyric dialogue between 
Oedipus and the chorus beginning at line 510: 
510 (Chorus): 5Etv6v µ/:v TO TTaAat KElµEvovfi5TJ KaK6v, w SEtv', ETTEyEipE1v·, 
It is fearsome, stranger, to awaken an evil long since laid aside, ... 
521 (Oedipus): rJVEYKOV KaKOTaT', w sevo1, 'flVEyKOV EKWV IJEV, 0EOS IOTW, 
I bore the very worst thing of all, strangers, and I bore it willingly, God 
knows ... 
It is heard for the last time in the "Colonus Ode," beginning on line 668, 
discussed below. All three of these are predominantly aeolic stanzas. 
It is quite possible for a sequence of long and short syllables to be 
formally ambiguous. For example, iambic and trochaic meter both involve 
alternating long and short syllables. Whether a particular line is iambic or 
trochaic depends on which kind of syllable it starts with; given a portion of such 
10 Pohlsander (1964), Scott (1996), Dawe (1985), and Wilamowitz (1975) treat 
the colon as ionic. Dale analyzes as anapestic in the parodos, as aeolic in its second 
appearance ("expanded version of the greater asclepiad," 1970, v. 2, p. 59), and as ionics in 
the Colonus ode, though she acknowledges that the aeolic interpretation is also possible 
there (1948 p. 138). 
11 This observation comes from Snell (1982, p. 46), though he does not mention the 
similar colon in OC. 
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a line, you cannot tell whether the complete line would be iambic or trochaic. 
Greek poets occasionally exploited this ambiguity; sometimes, perhaps, the 
instrumental accompaniment or the choreography helped to clarify which kind 
of meter was in use.12 
In the case of this motif in OC, however, the ambiguity is only apparent. 
This metrical pattern occurs in three songs in the play, twice in each one (that is, 
in the strophe and then in the corresponding antistrophe). The context in each 
case is unambiguously aeolic. Neither of the competing analyses makes sense in 
this context. 
The ionic analysis is entirely unconvincing. Aeolic meter is emotionally 
unmarked, whereas ionics in drama always seem to connote softness, effeminacy, 
luxury, or the exotic East, usually all at once. None of these connotations is 
appropriate to this stout-hearted chorus of Athenians, men who as Dhuga 
has argued "evince a metrical authority exceptional among tragic choruses of 
elders" (2005, p. 335). Ionic meter is proper to the cult of Dionysus, as far as 
we know.13 Persians and Bacchae contain many ionic stanzas;14 predominantly 
ionic stanzas are quite rare in Sophocles.15 Moreover, for this colon to be ionic, 
we would need to accept the first three syllables as a contracted ionic metron. 
Although contracted ionics do occur, at least in Euripides, they generally come 
after several full metra, which establish the rhythm clearly in the audience's ears. 
No tragic lyric that is generally accepted to be ionics has a contracted metron at 
the beginning of the passage; it seems that tragedians avoided this. If so, the 
three heavy syllables that begin the stanzas at 176~ 192 and 510~521 mean that 
our colon, the first colon of each of those stanzas, cannot be ionic. Contracted 
ionic metra do appear in mixed ionic-aeolic contexts, but not in the first line of a 
stanza. 
Word ends are no guide to the interpretation of this colon in the parodos, 
since they neither divide the "ionics" into neat groups (2 + 3 or 3 + 2) nor set off 
the choriambs within the pherecratean. Frequently, though not always, ionics in 
tragedy fall into groups of two or three, occasionally four. In Persae, for example, 
more than four metra without a break16 occur only at 94-96 ~ 100-102; in Bacchae 
at 376-378 ~ 393-395. And frequently, though again not always, word breaks 
come between the choriambs in expanded aeolics, as in Sappho 54 LP. 
12 Cole (1988) is a detailed discussion of the ways Greek poets play with 
ambiguous metrical patters. 
13 Dodds on the parodos of Bacchae, 64-169; Parker on Frogs 323-353. 
14 Pers 65££, 694££; Bacch 64££, 370££, 513££. 
15 West (1968, p. 124) finds only two ionic stanzas in Sophocles, at OT 483-512 and 
Electra 823-848, and few in Euripides outside Bacchae. 
16 That is, without coincidence of word-end in strophe and antistrophe. 
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It is just possible that the audience of OC, upon hearing the colon for 
the first time in the parodos, would have been uncertain at this point in the play 
whether it was ionic or aeolic. As this metrical motif recurs, however, the word 
breaks become clearer, until at its third occurrence, in the second strophic pair of 
the "Colonus ode," it is unambiguously expanded aeolic. This colon is a subtle 
metrical leitmotif for the relationship between Oedipus and the chorus: it occurs 
first at the very beginning of the play, when they've just encountered each other 
and the chorus have not even found out the intruder's name yet. At the second 
occurrence, Oedipus has agreed to propitiate the Eumenides and has sent Ismene 
off to sacrifice to them; the chorus, now somewhat reassured about his good 
intentions, cross-examine Oedipus about his past. The third and final occurrence 
of the motif is in the 11Colonus ode," when the chorus accept Oedipus as a full 
member of their community and, at this occurrence, the motif rings out clearly in 
aeolic.17 
The "Colonus ode" is the most famous poetry in the play, and ranks 
with the 11Ode to Man" from Antigone as the best-known and best-loved of 
Sophocles's work It is metrically quite straightforward, using rhythms not 
unlike those of choruses from comedy or even from popular songs. 
The content of the song is straightforward as well: Colonus is a lovely 
place, fertile and blessed by the gods. The song is a hymn to the local gods, 
Poseidon and Athena especially, much like the parabasis-song in Aristophanes's 
Knights, which praises the same gods. The first word, "rich in horses," will 
be picked up with the praise of Poseidon as Lord of Horses in the second 
antistrophe. The list of plants - ivy in the strophe, narcissus and crocus in 
the antistrophe - will be capped with the olive in the second strophe. The 
significance of these plants, and the nightingale who sings in their branches, was 
clear to Antigone at the start of the play: from their presence she recognized the 
numinous nature of the grove (16-18).18 The long lines give a feeling of calm. 
The text follows.19 
evhmov, !;eve, TO:OOE xw-
pas lKOV TO: KpO:TlOTa ya,; ETIOVAa, 
TOV apyfjTa KoAwv6v, eve' 
str. I 
17 Perhaps the metrical echoes are reinforced by melodic or choreographic echoes 
as well, to make the motif more obvious. I owe this suggestion to NEC]'s referee. 
18 Suksi (2001, p. 656-657) suggests that the nightingale is like Oedipus: both 
Procne and Oedipus have committed grave crimes, but both are transfigured by the gods. 
19 In line 692 I accept Willink's ova' ow (2003, p. 102). In 717 1rapmnoµfoa has 
been questioned; the transmitted text of these lines is neither metrical nor clear Greek. .I 
follow Dain; here again Willink provides useful details (p. 104). 
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a /1.tyE1a µIVVpETal 
8aµ((ovoa µ6:A10T' aT]-
8wv xAwpa'is VTTo [36:ooais, 
TOV oi vwnov Exovoa Klo-
oov Kal TO:V &[:,aTOV 8rnv 
cpvAA6:8a µvp16Kapnov 6:v~A1ov 
6:v~vEµ6v TE TTO:VTWV 
XElµwvwv· \'v' 0 [?,aKXIW-
TaS o:El ti.16vvoos i:µ[:,aTEVEI 
8rn1s 6:µcprnoAwv T18~vais. 
86:AAEI 8' ovpav(as vn' ax-
vas o KaAA([?,oTpvs KaT' ~µap a El 
vapKIOOOS, µEyo:Aatv 8ea'iv 
apxafov OTEcpavwµ', 0 TE 
xpvoavy~s KpOKOS· ov8' O:VTT-
VOI KpijVat µ1vv80VOIV 
KTJcp10ov voµ6:8Es pEE8-
pwv, 6:AA' aii:v i:n' ijµaT1 
WKVTOKOS TTE8(wv ETTIVIOOETat 
O:KT]po:Tc~ O\JV oµ[:,p~ 
OTEpvovxov x8ov6s· ou8i: Mov-
00:V xopof VIV O:TTEOT\JYT]OaV ou8' O\JV 
a xpv06:v1os Acppo8(Ta. 
680 
ant. 1 
685 
690 
EOTIV 8' oTov i:yw yas Aofas OUK ETTOKOVW 695 str. 2 
ou8' EV Ti';t µEyo:Aq: ti.wpf81 v6:o~ TTEAOTTOS TTWTTOTE [?,AaOTOV 
cpvTEvµ' axEfpwTOV a\JTOTTOIOV, 
EYXEWV cp6[3T]µa 8a"iwv, 
8 Tc;t8E 86:AAEI µEy10Ta xwpq:, 
yAaVKO:S TTat8oTp6cpov cpvAAov i:Aafas· 
TO µEv TIS OU VEapos ou8i: y~pq: 
ovvva(wv aAIWOEI XEPl TTEpoas· 
6 yap aii:v opwv KVKAos 
700 
AEVOOEI VIV µopfov ti.1os 705 
xa yAavKwms A86:va. 
aAAov 8' aTvov EXW µaTpOTTOAEI Tc;t8E KpO:TIOTOV ant. 2 
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o&>pov TOV µEyaAov oa[µovos, Elmiv, xeovos avxr1µa µeytOTOV, 710 
EVlTTTTOV, EVTTWAOV, Ev06:Xaooov. 
w TTai Kp6vov, ov yap VIV E!S 
TOO' Eioas O\JXT]l.l', &val; TTom,toav, 
llTTTOlOIV TOV O:KEOTfjpa xaAtVOV 
1Tpc.0Tal01 TaioOE KT{oas ayviais. 
a o' evfJpnµos EKTTayA' aA{a XEP-
Cil ,rapaTTToµeva TTAaTa 
0pc;:>oKEI, Twv EKaT0µ1r68wv 
NTJpuowv a:K6Aov0os. 
(strophe 1) Friend, you have arrived at the best home in the world 
in this well-horsed land, gleaming Colonus, where the sweet-voiced 
nightingale constantly warbles in the wooded glens, dwelling in the 
wine-dark ivy and the god's untouchable foliage, full of fruit, out of 
reach of sun or storm winds. There Bacchant Dionysus always walks, 
attending his godly nursemaids. 
(antistrophe 1) Always, every day in heaven's dew, blooms narcissus in 
charming clusters, the ancient garland of the Two Goddesses, and the 
gold-gleaming crocus. And the sleepless streams, spreading from the 
flowing waters of Cephisus, do not lessen, but always come quickening 
the broad-breasted earth with pure water for each day. Nor does the 
chorus of Muses reject this land, nor Aphrodite of the golden reins. 
(strophe 2) And there is something growing here whose like I have not 
heard of in Asia's land, nor ever in Pel ops' great Dorian island: a plant 
untamed, self-made, a terror to hostile spears, which flourishes most of 
all in this land, grey-leafed nurturer of children, the olive. This no one 
- not young man nor dweller in old age - shall destroy, attacking it 
with his hand, for the all-seeing orb of Zeus Protector of Olives sees it, 
and owl-eyed Athena. 
(antistrophe 2) Another puissant praise I can speak to this mother city, 
a gift of the great god, greatest pride of the land - excellence in horses, 
colts, the sea. Son of Cronus, you set the land on this proud throne, 
lord Poseidon, fashioning on these roads first of allthe bridle, tamer of 
horses. The well-rowed, awesome, sea-going oar blade is fitted to our 
hands; it leaps, following the hundred-footed Nereids. 
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The metrical analysis is as follows. 20 
first strophic pair: 
---vu-ul-
- I v-vv-v-v- - I I B 
'O'--vv-v-1 
- V -vv-v-1 I B 
0--vv-jv-
-I --1 vv-- I le 
'0--uv-v-
-1-1-vv-vl- I IH 
-vv-vv-vv-vv I I H 
v-v-vl--11c 
---luv-v-
- I v- I vv-v-v- - I 
---vv-v--1 I I 
second strophic pair: 
--1-vv- I -vv- I -vv--1 I H 
--l-vv-1-vvl--lvv--vv--11 8 
v-v--v 1-v-- I I BC 
--lv-v I -v- I 
v-vl--lv-v-- I IC 
-- -vv--vlv- -I IC 
V-v 1-vvv 1-v-- I IC 
-- -vv--1 vv- - I 
vv-vv-lv-1 
---lvv-v-1 
---vv--111 
glf 
phal 
gl 
gl 
glf 
pher 
glf 
gl 
4da 
2 iaA 
glf 
phal 
hipp 
pher2c 
pher3c 
ia Aia iaA 
2 ia 
ia Aia iaA 
pherc 
ia Aia iaA 
pherc 
teles 
gl 
pher 
The meter is aeolic and iambic. In the first strophic pair, two periods 
end in phalacean hendecasyllables and the last one ends in a hipponactean, or 
hypercatalectic glyconic: these are both extended forms ending in two long 
20 Notation in this schema follows West (1968). Single vertical bars mark word 
ends that match in strophe and antistrophe; J indicates dovetailing, in which two cola are 
joined when word end comes not between them but one syllable later. Double bars mark 
period ends, identified by brevis-in-Iongo, hiatus, or catalexis. Within a period, successive 
cola are indented. 
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syllables. Dovetailing ties the glyconics together throughout. At only two cola 
apiece, the periods are short compared to those of the parodos, the last time 
we've heard the chorus singing by itself rather than in dialogue with the actors. 
The first two period-ends are signaled by brevis in longo, at 669 and 671; the 
first period is also distinguished by its extended, pendant second colon. The 
second and third periods make up a familiar stanza form, three glyconics and 
a pherecratean, and this catalexis doses the period. The fourth period is like 
the second, two glyconics dovetailed together, and ends with hiatus in the 
antistrophe (688). Dactyls and iambics make a non-aeolic middle section, and the 
stanza closes with a return to aeolics. 
The second strophic pair begins with two expanded pherecrateans, 
restating the metrical theme for the third and last time in the play. This time, 
the word-breaks set off the choriambs as they did not in prior occurrences 
(176~ 192, 510~521); at last the interpretation of this colon is perfectly clear. As 
if to emphasize the theme, moreover, it appears twice, first with only two extra 
choriambs and then with three as before. There are two more singly-expanded 
pherecrateans later in the stanza, 710~714 and 713~716. The metrical motif of 
the pherecratean with choriambic expansion has occurred at key points in the 
relationship of the chorus with Oedipus. Now it appears for the last time as the 
chorus fully accept him as a member of their community. 
These exanded pherecrateans fit nicely with the long lines of the 
previous strophic pair, though they are expanded in the middle rather than 
extended at the end. The third period of the stanza is a syncopated iambic 
trimeter, repeated in the fourth and sixth periods. The last time we have heard 
lyric iambics was the chorus's cross-examination of Oedipus, 534-548, and the 
next time we will hear a predominantly iambic passage (without dochmiacs) 
will be the last strophic pair of the play (1724-1750). In the prior iambic lyric, the 
chorus were getting acquainted with Oedipus, probing into the dread deeds of 
his past; in the later one, they will be comforting Antigone after Oedipus is gone. 
In this lyric, not quite halfway through the play, the relationship between the 
chorus and the Thebans is calm: for a few monents, at least, no one is threatened 
and no one is distraught. 
After the first two periods, the rest of the period-ends in the second 
strophic pair are marked only by catalexis. The repeated pendant endings sound 
much like the period-ends of the first strophic pair. While there is certainly no 
rule that two strophic pairs of the same song must be metrically related, the 
similarity here is a nice effect, tying the song together. 
Unity also comes from sound play and correspondences between the 
strophes and antistrophes, particularly in the second strophic pair. In the first 
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lines (695-707) Eyw and EXW nearly match, followed by place names, each 
filling its own choriamb, yas Aofas and µaTpono/\Et. In the next lines forms 
of µEyaATJ correspond and these lines end with a near rhyme, ~AaoT6v and 
µEytoTov. The enemy's hand and the rowers' (xEpf, 703, and XEpof, 716) are in 
almost the same place. All four stanzas end with goddesses: the nymphs who 
are "nurses" for Dionysus, Aphrodite, Athena, and finally the fifty Nereids.21 
The chorus sing this patriotic hymn to and for Oedipus, addressing 
him at the beginning (i;EvE, 1. 668). While choruses often have dialogues with 
the characters, it is relatively unusual for a Sophoclean chorus to address a 
character in an ode. Of course if a character remains on stage during an ode, 
the chorus's thoughts are presumably intended for him or her to hear, but the 
chorus usually does not explicitly address the character in this circumstance. 
Apparent exceptions, like the parodos of Ajax or the collection of mythical 
examples that follows Antigone's commos (Ant. 944-986), are addressed to 
characters who have just exited, as far as we can tell. The only Sophoclean 
chorus that regularly sing to a character are the sailors in Philoctetes, who address 
Neoptolemus in the antistrophe at 507 (as &vai;) and again in the Sleep Ode, 
827-864 (as &vai;, 830, and TEKvov, 833, 843, 845, 855). These sailors are closely 
associated with Neoptolemus: they are his loyal subordinates, the crew of his 
ship. Commentators note22 that the chorus of OC develop a loyalty to Oedipus 
through the first part of the play, and from this ode onward they are solidly on 
his side. Addressing the ode to him demonstrates this loyalty; indeed, this is the 
moment when i;foos, used of Oedipus, ceases to mean "stranger" and comes to 
mean "guest and friend," both of the chorus and of Athens itself.23 
Religion and politics are both essential to OC, and both are explicitly 
visible in the rituals of the City Dionysia at which the play was performed; 
this is at once a civic festival and a religious one, and every tragedy has 
both a civic/ political and a religious/ spiritual dimension, though some 
emphasize one over the other. This ode, just before the mid-point of the play, 
ties together the civic and the religious themes in the play. Theseus has just 
admitted Oedipus to membership in the Athenian community. In response 
to this, the chorus, life-long members of that same community, give the 
newcomer an introduction and orientation, describing the special beauties of 
21 This "horizontal" or "vertical" reading draws on Watkins (1995, p. 97-108), who 
points out similar trans-strophic correspondences in Antigone 360~370, in the "Ode to 
Man" (p. 104). 
22 See for example Scott (1996, p. 221); Gardiner (1987, p. 113). 
23 The chorus will refer to Oedipus as l;evos three more times, at 1014, 1096, and 
1449, and otherwise from this point onward use the word only of and to Creon (824,829, 
831, 835, 856, 877, 937). 
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the land and the powers of its gods. Although they do not mention politics 
or government, the allusions to the cavalry and the navy would certainly be 
clear to the fifth-century audience. 
While the chorus, in character, are explicitly singing to another 
character in the play, this song is also an Athenian's hymn of praise for his 
home deme (or neighborhood), intended for performance by and before 
other Athenians. Nearly all commentators on Sophocles warn readers 
against taking the odes out of context as set-pieces, but it is clear that songs 
from drama were sung in other contexts in the fifth century, just as show 
tunes are today.24 This song, with its relatively simple meter, clear sensory 
descriptions, and warm affection for the home country, would have been a 
natural anthology piece, and Sophocles must have known this. 
Why praise Colonus? The idea that Oedipus ends his life here 
seems to have been an established part of the legend; for example, Euripides 
mentions it in Phoenissae (1. 1707), produced only a few years before OC was 
written.25 Sophocles did not invent this detail, but since Colonus was his 
own home deme, he may have been proud to use it. But Colonus had other 
associations for an Athenian audience of 406: it was the site of the meeting 
of the assembly that introduced the oligarchy of the Four Hundred in 411. 
Sophocles, a proboulos at the time, had reluctantly voted for the oligarchy 
(Arist. Rhet. III.1419a25-a30). Some or all of the cavalry had also sided 
with the oligarchy (Thuc. 8.97.6). Colonus, then, may have appeared to the 
average Athenians as a stronghold of anti-democratic sentiment. Sophocles 
could have ignored this and made little of the setting of the play; although 
Colonus and its eponymous hero have been mentioned (L 59), it would 
have been possible to focus exclusively on the grove of the Eumenides and 
leave out Poseidon Hippios. Instead, Sophocles writes a whole choral ode 
emphasizing that the play takes place at Colonus and prominently featuring 
the patron of the cavalry. 
I suggest that Sophocles is deliberately alluding to Colo.nus' 
24 See for example Clouds 1353 ff, the argument between Strepsiades and 
Pheidippides about appropriate after-dinner music. The parabasis of Knights (526-
530) gives a real-life example, telling how Cratinus's songs had once been favorites at 
symposia. (From the context, one suspects "O Lady Bribery Shod in Fig" and "Builders 
of Creative Song" were still highly popular in 424; Cratinus was presenting a play at the 
same time as Knights, so it was in Aristophanes's interest to portray him as out of date, out 
of touch, and out of ideas.) 
25 While these lines in Phoenissae have been disputed, Mastronarde (1994, ad loc.) 
retains them, and accepts the notion of a local legend connecting Oedipus and Colonus; 
Kearns (1989, p. 208) concludes that "there is a little too much evidence connecting 
Oedipus with Kolonus to be explained simply by the evidence of Sophocles's play." 
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oligarchic connections in hopes of reconciling the cavalry and the Colonians 
with the rest of Attica. The main theme of the song is the new alliance 
between Oedipus and the chorus as representatives of Athens. They list 
the various gods who protect Colonus: Dionysus, the Two Goddesses, 
Aphrodite, Athena, and finally Poseidon. Poseidon is the most prominent 
(he comes last and gets a whole stanza to himself), appropriately and 
naturally in view of his cult there, but he is not alone; Colonus does not 
belong exclusively either to Poseidon Hippios or to the Athenian Knights. 
Indeed, mention of horses is immediately capped by mention of rowing and 
ships - the cavalry yields to the fleet. The underlying idea is twofold: first, 
that citizens of Colonus take pride in Athenian olives and Athena's favor just 
as other Athenians do; and second, that Attica speaks as one to welcome 
Oedipus, with the implication that in 406 it might speak as one again. 
The imagery throughout is generally unmilitary, especially in the 
first strophic pair. Even in the second strophe, the terror of Athens's enemies 
is not her fighting force but her olive trees. The long lines and relatively 
straightforward rhythm add to the mood of tranquillity. Just as the men of 
the chorus are willing to put aside their recent differences with Oedipus, 
perhaps Sophocles subtly argues that Athenians should put aside their 
differences with each other. Sophocles could not have foreseen that Athens 
would fall within two years of his death, or that the Knights would be even 
more involved in the oligarchic coup of 404 than they were in that of 411. 
Perhaps this is why the play was not performed until 401, to allow time 
for the initial resentment to recede and a spirit of reconciliation to become 
possible again. 
V Conclusion 
Sophocles uses a metrical motif, an expanded pherecratean, as a 
theme for the integration of Oedipus into the society of Colonus. Once 
Theseus and the chorus have accepted him, he no longer needs theme 
music and the motif is absent from the last half of the play. The metrical 
theme unifies the first part of the play, which might otherwise have seemed 
episodic, as the Stranger, Ismene, and Theseus come in and out. From the 
central "Colonus Ode" on, however, Oedipus and the chorus are unified. 
Oedipus belongs to Athens at last, and will become a hero for his new city. 
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Introducing Greek to Latin Students with Athenaze1 
Paul Properzio 
Boston Latin Academy 
I have taught Greek to Latin students at Boston Latin Academy for seventeen years. Ancient Greek 1 (Beginning Ancient Greek) is a Junior-Senior elective at Boston Latin Academy.2 Normally 10 to 15 students take 
Greek. In 2011-2012, only 7 emolled - the lowest number in 15 years. One of 
these students, however, won a blue ribbon on the 2012 National Greek Exam. 
In 2012-2013, 27 seniors emolled in Greek, 3 many of whom had already taken 
Latin IV. All 27 sat for the 2013 National Greek Exam last March. 
Many teachers of Greek find Maurice Balme and Gilbert Lawall, 
Athenaze: An Introduction to Ancient Greek, Book I, second edition (Oxford, 
2003) to be an excellent text with which to begin the study of Greek.4 
1 This article was first presented as a paper at the 107th CANE Annual Meeting at 
the University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, March 15-16, 2013. A version, "Teaching Greek at 
the Secondary and College Levels," was presented at the annual Institute of the American 
Classical League at the University of Memphis, Memphis, TN, June 27-29, 2013. The pre-
senters were Wilfred Major (Louisiana State University), Mark Pearsall (Glastonbury High 
School, CT), and Paul Properzio (Boston Latin Academy, MA). The author also presented 
the paper at the Fall Meeting of CAAS at The Inn at Penn, October 10-12, 2013. He wishes 
to thank the editor for the helpful revisions which have been incorporated into the article. 
2 Formerly Girls' Latin School founded in 1878, co-ed since 1972. All 1700 stu-
dents in grades 7 through 12 are required to take four years of Latin through grade 10. 
They may, however, elect to take more Latin (Poetry Honors and AP) in grades 11 and 12. 
3 For 2013-2014 there are 58 juniors and seniors signed up for Ancient Greek 1. Normal-
ly only Ancient Greek 1 is offered but occasionally a second year of Greek has been offered. 
4 Just prior to the 2013 CANE Meeting, Professor Gilbert Lawall of the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst contacted the author. Lawall said that he was very interested in the 
concept of introducing Greek to Latin students and has actively supported this concept for a 
number of years. In fact, he sent the author a copy of his paper, "Greek in the Schools: Why? 
When? How?," from a meeting of the Classical Association of the Empire State in 2002. That 
14-page paper, filled with anecdotal evidence from Latin teachers nationwide, attests to the 
success of introducing Greek to Latin students using Athenaze as well as other texts. 
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